. Image of embedded droplets that exhibit the highest linear density we observe. Droplets were printed as described in the main text, using a 0.21 mm inner diameter stainless steel nozzle moving at 100 mm/min. nondimensionalized data for the section on characterization of embedded droplet printing. Symbols correspond to the same nozzles as described in Figure S2 . Faded data points are for an injection flowrate of 50 µL/min (as shown in Figure S2 ), black-outlined data points are for an injection rate of 100 µL/min. Doubling the flowrate shifts the average drop diameter upward, but the power-law scaling is largely preserved. Error bars indicate standard deviation from repeated experiments.
Fig S6.
Spherical crystallized particles produced by embedded droplet printing and through microfluidic crystallization with Newtonian fluids as described Yeap et al. (1) . Image courtesy Dr. Eunice Yeap. The composition of the initial drug solution was identical for the two methods (50 mg/mL Naproxen, 20 mg/mL ethyl cellulose in ethyl acetate). Red circles added for emphasis of regularly observed dimpling of Newtonian crystallized particles, likely due to the presence of convective forces during crystallization. Movie S1 (separate file). Video of droplet generation process described in Fig 2B. The nozzle is fixed, and the bath is translating towards the left of the frame.
Movie S2 (separate file). Recovery of crystalline particles through the collapse of the waterbased yield-stress fluid. The material compositions and printing conditions are identical to the particles shown in Figure 4 . 10 mL of 1M NaCl solution is added to the bath followed by agitation. Video played at 2x speed.
Movie S3 (separate file). Manipulation of red-and blue-dyed (commercial food coloring used) aqueous droplets suspended in the oil-based yield-stress fluid. A hydrophobically modified stainless-steel needle pushes the droplets into contact but they do not combine.
Movie S4 (separate file). Merging of red-and blue-dyed (commercial food coloring used) aqueous droplets suspended in the oil-based yield-stress fluid. A hydrophilically modified glass capillary shears the interfaces of the contacting droplets which combine.
